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What is an argument? 
 

Arguments are like the currency of philosophy:                                                                      
they are what philosophers exchange to ‘do business’ with each other. 
 

Ø An argument is a structured defense of a claim (statement, assertion). 

•  This claim can express one’s positive view about the topic at hand, 
–  offered as a good answer to a philosophical question                                                    

(ideally, the best answer among many alternatives) 

•  It can also express a negative view about a topic,                            
–  when it states that some particular claim is not a good answer                      

to the philosophical question under discussion. 
 

 

 

E.g., for the ethical question “Is drug use immoral?” 

»  a positive view could be expressed in claims like     
•  “Drug use in moderation is moral”, “Drug use is always immoral” 

»  a negative view could be expressed in claims like    
•  “The claim that drug use in moderation is moral is unhelpful unless 

we set standards for what counts as ‘moderation’ for each drug” 

•  “The claim that drug use is always immoral leads to                          
harmful criminalization of harmless substances like marijuana” 2	  



To make an argument, you must: 

1)  choose a claim to defend, and 
2)  provide at least one reason in support of that claim. 

-  When you state a reason in the form of a proposition                                 
(a phrase that can stand alone as a sentence), it is called a premise. 

-  The claim you are defending is called the conclusion,                        
because it is supposed to be the result of a logical chain of reasoning. 

Ø  An argument must include at least one premise and a conclusion. E.g.: 

A.  Baruch College is the best school in the CUNY system. 
•  ^ is not an argument, but merely a claim. 

–  We can make an argument by adding any of the                                     
following potential premises: 

»  It has the most dedicated student body. 
»  It has excellent instructors. 
»  It sends the most students to business school. 

–  …which are supposed to make A the obvious and                
indisputable conclusion of one’s reasoning about this issue. 3	  



The premises and conclusion of an argument might be laid out very clearly      
– or they might be buried within the author’s writing. 
 

Ø  Fortunately, authors often signal that they are stating a premise or a conclusion 
by employing particular key words that come immediately before. 

Ø  premise-flags: because, since, given that, for 
 

A.  Baruch College is the best school in the CUNY system 

»  given that it has the most dedicated student body. 
»  because it has excellent instructors. 
»  since it sends the most students to business school. 
»  for ______[your premise of choice]________. 

Ø  conclusion-flags: thus, therefore, hence, it follows that, so, consequently 

B.  The 2016 U.S. presidential election takes place in November 
 

»  therefore election coverage will continue to dominate the media. 
»  hence we ought to discuss the election in philosophical terms. 
»  consequently, the fate of the free world is soon to be determined. 
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There’s a simple convention for organizing arguments                              
into a form which makes them easier to analyze: 
 

–  stack the premises on top of a solid line, 
–  and write the conclusion underneath. 

1)  If you study philosophy, then your critical thinking skills will improve.  
2)  If your critical thinking skills improve,                                                  

then you are more likely to do well on the LSAT, GMAT, GRE, etc. 
3)  Therefore, if you study philosophy, you are more likely to do well         

on the LSAT, GMAT, GRE, etc. 
 

 

Organizing an argument this way will help you                                              
to evaluate whether the argument actually supports its conclusion. 
 

–  Just because an author has provided a premise in defense of their conclusion 
doesn’t mean that:  
•  the premise actually does support their claim,  
•  or that the premise is a philosophically-acceptable type of reason          

to accept a conclusion. 
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Main & Auxiliary Arguments 
 

Any philosophical work will have a main argument to defend the author’s 
central conclusion, which is basically the work’s thesis statement. 

•  But if an author feels that a reader may not automatically agree that one of the 
premises in the main argument is true, or that it is a good kind of premise,  
–  they may need to provide an auxiliary argument                                                

(an additional, supplementary one) to defend that premise.  

»  “For instance, the author's discussion may have the form:  

•  The conclusion I want you to accept is A.                               
My argument for this conclusion is as follows:                           
B & C are true, and if B & C are true, then A must also be true.  
It is generally accepted that B is true.                                
However, it is controversial whether C is true.                                    
I think you ought to accept C for the following reasons… 

»  Here the author's main argument is for the conclusion A,              
and in the process of arguing for A                                                
he advances an auxiliary argument in support of C.” (Pryor 2006) 

 

Ø  So, one text may contain multiple arguments. 
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Evaluating Arguments 
 

One of your duties as a philosophy student is to                                         
never simply take what an author says for granted.  
•  Instead, you must take a critical stance while reading & listening to arguments, 
•  and pay careful attention to the reasoning used to support conclusions. 

A good argument gives us adequate reason to believe that its conclusion is true. 
 

•  It supports its conclusion well because: 

I.  its premises are worthy of our belief, 
II.  its premises are true, and 
III.  its conclusion follows logically from the truth of the premises. 

 

•  Premises are worthy of our belief when they                                                            
a) support the conclusion with good logic, & b) ‘play by the rules’ of rhetoric.  

–  A premise that either a) uses bad logic or b) breaks one of the rules of rhetoric    
is fallacious – or in other words, commits a fallacy. 

»  There are dozens of fallacies. 
»  We’ll get acquainted with some of the most frequent ones, 

organized into rough categories. 7	  



Information Manipulations misrepresent the facts at hand to try to       
convince readers of something that is not necessarily true. 

Ø  Hasty Generalizations (including Stereotypes) draw conclusions                   
about an entire group after observing just a small sample of its members. 

»  Asian students are good at math.                                                           
Therefore, an Asian student should manage our club’s budget. 

Ø  Confirmation Bias is when an author cherry-picks sources                               
and bits of evidence that confirm the view they already hold,                               
while ignoring or suppressing evidence to the contrary. 

»  Of course cake is better than pie:                                                             
not one person on cakelovers.com says they prefer pie over cake. 

Ø  Slippery Slope Arguments unreasonably suggest that one small step will 
inevitably lead to much more drastic (and typically undesirable) consequences. 

»  We can’t let people of the same sex marry each other:                             
next thing you know, people will be marrying their dogs! 

Ø  Strawman Arguments misrepresent an opponent’s view,                            
thereby making it easier to defeat. 

»  It’s ridiculous to say that all human beings are created equal:                      
if that were true, we’d all be able to dunk like LeBron! 
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Ø  Which fallacy are both of these comics joking about? 
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Ø  Which fallacy 
does the person 
on the right 
commit in each 
of these comics? 



Off-Limits Appeals give reasons involving information                                    
that should be irrelevant to the matter at hand. 

Ø  Ad Hominem Attacks criticize the author of an opposing claim,                     
instead of criticizing the claim itself. 

»  Voldemort says the sky is blue,                                                                     
but we can’t trust anything Voldemort says because he’s evil. 

Ø  Anecdotal Evidence is an appeal to one’s own limited experience,                       
or hearsay about someone else’s limited experience. 

»  The G train is very reliable: it came right away the one time I took it. 

Ø  Appeals to Authority claim something is true merely because an expert              
(or someone who purports to be an expert) says so. 

»  The correct way to eat a slice of New York-style pizza is                            
with a knife and fork: if Donald Trump says so, it must be true. 

Ø  Appeals to Emotion (e.g., Scare Tactics) try to convince the reader that   
something is true by arousing their emotions instead of appealing to reason. 

»  Petroleum is a terrible energy source: just think of all the ���
baby sea animals that were harmed in the Gulf of Mexico oil spill! 
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Ø  which fallacy do these 
advertisements commit? 



Off-Limits Appeals (continued) 
 

Ø  Appeals to Popularity (or Bandwagon Fallacies) assume that a claim is true 
just because many or most other people believe it                                             
(or false just because few others believe it). 

»  Few of Galileo’s contemporaries believed his view that the earth 
revolves around the sun – so he must have been a total quack. 

Ø  Appeals to Tradition claim that something is correct                                  
just because it’s what has always been done. 

»  Marriage should only be between a man and a woman,                 
because that’s how we’ve done things for thousands of years. 

 

Ø  Red Herrings distract the reader by introducing information that                
isn’t pertinent to the topic at hand. 

»  Baruch is the best CUNY college, ���
because that’s the school I go to. 
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Ø Which fallacy do all of these 
ads commit? 

(What additional fallacy do these both commit?) 



Logical Errors are – no surprise – errors in logical reasoning. 

Ø  Begging the Question (a.k.a. Circular Argumentation)                                         
is when an author assumes the truth of their conclusion                                      
in the reasoning they provide in defense of that conclusion. 

»  God must exist, because nature clearly exhibits                                
intelligent design by a divine creator. 

Ø  Equivocation is when an author uses an ambiguous word (with multiple meanings) 
and depends upon the word being understood with different meanings             
at different points in the argument. 

»  Nightmares are a type of dream. ���
Exams are a nightmare.                  ���
Therefore, exams are a type of dream. 

Ø  Non Sequitur (Latin for ‘it doesn’t follow’) is when an author                         
draws a conclusion that simply isn’t supported by the reasoning                      
they have given to support it. 

»  Dorothy is wearing red shoes today, ���
so obviously red is her favorite color. 
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16	  
Which fallacy does the queen commit? 
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Ø Which fallacy is exemplified in 
the statements below? 

 

          (hint) 



Logical Errors (continued) 

Ø  Confusing Chronology with Causation (a.k.a. Post Hoc Fallacy)                        
is when an author mistakenly assumes that since one event comes              
after another, the first event must have caused the second to occur.  

•  This is an invalid inference, because one event can follow another in time 
without there being any relationship between the two. 

»  It rained a few hours after I performed a rain-summoning dance:              
so I must have supernatural rain-summoning powers! 

 

 

Ø  Confusing Correlation with Causation is when an author mistakenly            
takes an apparent relationship between two factors as support ���
for the conclusion that one of those factors is the cause of the other.  

•  This is an invalid inference, because two things can be correlated        
without having any causal relation to one another:  
–  they could merely seem to be related due to random coincidence,   
–  or both things could be caused another unacknowledged factor. 

»  Both ice cream consumption & crime rates go up in the summer:            
so eating ice cream must instigate criminal behavior.  

•  (The best explanation for this is that high temperatures cause ���
both increased ice cream consumption & increased crime rates; ���
there’s no direct link between ice cream & crime.) 
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Some purely coincidental correlations:  

-  per capita cheese consumption &  
 deaths by getting tangled in bedsheets 

-  divorce rates in Maine &  
 per capita consumption of margarine 

-  honey-producing bee colonies & 
 juvenile arrests for marijuana possession 

 

-  number of people who drowned by falling 
into a swimming pool & 
 number of films Nicolas Cage appeared in 

Ø The take-away is that: 

Correlation ≠ causation. 

graphs via tylervigen.com 
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existentialcomics.com/comic/9 
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existentialcomics.com/comic/21 

moral of the story:  
We’re all guilty of  
committing fallacies  
sometimes! 
 
…but the more you  
learn about them,  
the more likely you are  
to detect them in your own thinking. 



A common theme linking many of these fallacies is that                               
they make unwarranted, questionable assumptions. 
 
 

•  “An assumption is a claim that is taken for granted,                                                     
for which no proof is given or argument made.” (Carroll 2015) 

Ø Every argument makes some assumptions.  
Ø These need not all be proven true, but they should should be warranted. 

•  “A warranted assumption is . . . either known to be true                                        
or is reasonable to accept without requiring an argument to support it. 

–  Since a good argument must be based on true or reasonable assumptions,  
•  it follows that arguments based upon false or questionable assumptions        

are not good arguments. 

•  A questionable assumption is one that is controversial                                        
and one for which there is no general consensus                                              
among the vast majority of those with the appropriate knowledge or experience.  

–  Note that “a claim does not become questionable���
 just because you or anyone else questions it; ���
otherwise all claims would be questionable.” (ibid.) 
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Responding to Arguments 
 

If you identify a problem with an argument,                                   
you can raise an objection against it. For example:  
 

–  “This argument is not convincing, since the author 
equivocates on the meaning of ‘laws’.”  

–  “This argument misleads readers by exhibiting 
Confirmation Bias in the selection of the sources           
for the defense of its conclusion.” 

–  “This argument fails to support its conclusion because    
its reasoning is an instance of the Post Hoc fallacy.” 

 

•  An objection may motivate you to suggest a revision,  
–  where you give different premises                                  

in support of the same conclusion,  
–  and/or show that the original premises                 

actually support a different conclusion.  

•  …or it may motivate you to pose a counterargument,  
–  where you give your own premises                                 

in support of the opposite conclusion.  25	  



Consider this argument:  
 

A*. Barack Obama is the best President the U.S. has ever had, given that 
he made affordable healthcare insurance available to all Americans.  

 
 

Ø Sample revisions to this argument might be:  

A+. Barack Obama is the best President                  
the U.S. has ever had, given that he expanded 
marriage rights and made affordable healthcare 
insurance available to all Americans.  
 

A-. Barack Obama is not the best President            
the U.S. has ever had, given that he made affordable 
healthcare insurance available to all Americans. 

 

Ø A sample counterargument might be:  

B. Barack Obama is not the best President              
the U.S. has ever had, given that he has failed to 
carry out many of his loftiest campaign promises.  
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